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Gameplay[ edit ] Players may take cover behind objects during firefights to avoid taking damage from
enemies, and to give them a tactical advantage when attacking. The player character can carry three weapons,
and explosives like sticky bombs and seeker mines to fight against enemies. The game is played from a
third-person perspective , meaning the character model is visible. They can use this currency to buy weapons
and gear, and use the points to learn new talents and skills. Gear can be either bought, or found as in-game
loot, or crafted from gathered materials. Playing missions for a wing grants the player points for that wing
which the player can spend to gain access to new talents, perks and facilities in the Base of Operations. The
player will receive intel videos from each head of the wing at certain progression points, which the player can
watch. The intel received is specific to its wing, with the Medical wing giving virus reports on the outbreak,
the Security wing giving insight into each in-game enemy faction and the tech wing providing camera footage.
The game also features a day-night cycle which can change the behaviour of enemies in the game. It is
separated from the main campaign and has its own progression system. Higher quality items can be found
within the Dark Zone, but are considered "contaminated"; contaminated loot can be stolen by other players,
and must be flown out via helicopter in order for them to be available to the player after they leave the Dark
Zone. These people, however, can turn against the player at any moment, going rogue. The disease, known as
"Green Poison" or "The Dollar Flu", causes widespread chaos, and Manhattan is placed under quarantine.
Government activates sleeper agents in the population who operate for the Strategic Homeland Division, or
simply "The Division", to assist emergency responders, now called the Joint Task Force JTF , in restoring
order. However, the VTOL meant to take them there is destroyed in an explosion, killing the Division
Commander along with most of the second wave and severely wounding Faye Lau. Farley Post Office
Building as their base of operations. From there, the agents undertake assignments to rescue important
personnel, help in restoring the base of operations to full working capacity and combat criminal groups, such
as the Rioters, common street thugs in New York who generally want to take advantage of the quarantine, the
Rikers, escapees from Rikers Island , and the Cleaners, insane New York Sanitation workers who wield
flamethrowers and believe everyone is infected. In the course of the game, the agent helps rescue important
personnel like Dr. These personnel head the Medical, Security and Tech wings of the base of operations
respectively. Agents also recover a sample of Green Poison. Studying the sample reveals the virus was
manufactured and then modified heavily by a controversial biologist named Dr. Eventually, the agents find
footage of Division agent Aaron Keener going rogue and killing other agents, having gone insane after
witnessing the chaos and destruction caused during the breakdown of order following the initial outbreak. It is
also discovered Keener and the rest of the first wave of agents who went rogue along with him are assisting
the "Last Man Battalion" LMB , an equally rogue private military company that was abandoned by the
government during the evacuation, and are now hostile to it. Intercepting a signal from the Russian consulate,
the agents attempt to rescue Vitaly Tchernenko, a Russian virologist who claims to have information on the
Green Poison. The agent finds footage of Keener and his fellow rogue agents abandoning the LMB, with
Tchernenko as their prisoner. The leader of the LMB, Charles Bliss, initially escapes in a helicopter, but then
returns to make a final stand alongside his men. In the end, the agent destroys the vehicle, killing Bliss. Lau
informs the agent that most threats are destroyed or weakened, however the LMB was split into factions. New
York is approaching stability, but an unknown signal leads the agent to a secluded laboratory. There, they find
Dr. In the message, Amherst reveals he engineered Green Poison as part of his eco-terrorist plan to decimate
the human race and preserve the planet. The new intellectual property and tech has been in development for
several years although development on the actual game began in early During the Expo, Ubisoft announced a
companion app that allows players to play the game on tablets. Players are able to join in the game as a drone
to offer tactical support for players playing on PC and consoles. On 26 January , it was confirmed that the
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closed Beta would begin on 28 January for Xbox One and 29 January for PlayStation 4 and Microsoft
Windows , [25] and end, for all platforms, on 1 February On 31 January , Ubisoft announced that they had
extended the beta, and that it would end on 2 February On 27 February , Ubisoft confirmed that there would
be no microtransactions at launch. The Division was released on 8 March , two years after its initially planned
release. The game was announced to be supported by 3 paid expansions. In June, Underground, which
includes missions set in tunnels and subways, was released. It was reported that it would be followed by
Survival, which adds the Survival game mode. Last Stand was set to be released in the last quarter of the year.
The update added "Global Events", limited-time events with gameplay modifiers that give special rewards. It
adds a new area called West Side Pier as well as two new games modes called Resistance and Skirmish. In
Resistance, the player has to fend off waves of enemies. Skirmish is a multiplayer mode where teams of four
players have to achieve the highest kill-count.
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